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Alfsigr Uehashi

Alfsigr Uehashi is a Nekovalkyrja, Type 33, serving in the Star Army Reserve. She is a Santô Hei in the
Star Army Reserve. She is a player character played by Themidnightdame.

Alfsigr Uehashi

Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33
Gender: female

Age: 99 days
Height: 5' 6”
Weight: 47 kg

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Soldier

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Orders: Orders

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5' 6”
Mass: 47 kg
Measurements: 36C-24-35
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Build and Skin Color: Alfsigr has a quite slender body with lavender coloured skin

Eyes and Facial Features: Alfsigr has a heart-shaped face with a small nose and slanted dark blue
eyes

Ears: Alfsigr has dark red furred cat-like ears

Hair Color and Style: Alfsigr has shoulder length wavy dark red hair

Distinguishing Features:

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Alfsigr is kind and friendly as long as they person does not offer her any kind of physical
interaction, it takes her awhile to make friend though but then she starts to do little bits of interaction.
She likes to flirt with people she is comfortable with, but only with words, she likes to read more than
socialize with others but will socialize if needed to. She always focus on the job and helps how she can
while being loyal, Alfsigr is really strict to herself and tries not to interferes with others when she doesn't
need to, and likes others to do the same to her.

Likes: reading, playing the violin and being alone
Dislikes: being touched, bullies and being in crowded areas
Goals: to get over her thing with physical interaction,

History

Family (or Creators)

Star Army of Yamatai

Pre-RP

Alfsigr went through the 30 days of socialization training with a bit of difficultly because she hated
'touching' others, but passes buy forcing herself to. She wet through the rest of her training easier
because it didn't involve socializing with others as much, she did make a couple of friends all understand
that she wasn't to be 'touched'. There was only one incident while she was training and that her beating
up a guy that tried to flirt with her by talking and holding her hand.

Skills

Star Army Common Skills
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Inventory

Alfsigr Uehashi has the following items:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Finances

Alfsigr Uehashi is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army Reserve.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

Fighter 9

Character Data
Character Name Alfsigr Uehashi
Character Owner Themidnightdame
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Current Location Fort Victory Reserve Center
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Soldier
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
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